
 
 
 

 

Stratford ARC Meeting 
Wednesday, September 14, 2011 

7:00 p.m. 
Bedford P.S. 

M I N U T E S 
 

Tour of Bedford PS 
The committee had an opportunity to have a tour of the school before the meeting 
started. 
 

 

Present: 
Committee Members: Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford School Council Representative; Kevin Smith, Bedford 

Community Representative; Dean Bachellier, Hamlet School Council Representative; 
Steve Wells, Bedford Community Representative; Krista Scott, Romeo School Council 
Representative; Art Fortin, Romeo Community Representative; Jennifer Noordhof, 
Shakespeare School Council Representative; Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare Community 
Representative; Brad Beatty, Municipality Representative 

School Admin Liaison: Helen Orr, Principal Bedford; Kate Lusk, Principal Hamlet; Sylvia Cattrysse, Principal 
Romeo; Dave Allely, Principal Shakespeare 

Admin Liaison:  Hugh Cox, Information and Reporting Analyst; Kim Black, Superintendent; Mike Ash, 
Superintendent; Steve Howe, Manager of Communications 

Trustees:   Alyson Kent, Michael Bannerman 
Chair:   John Thorpe 
 

 

1.0 Welcome 
Chair Thorpe welcomed everyone to the first meeting of the Stratford ARC. The 
education experience of present and future students will be affected by this important 
work. Members of the gallery are asked to sign in when they attend these ARC meetings 
as proof that they participated in the review process. This is a committee meeting of the 
Avon Maitland District School Board that is open to the public; however there is no 
opportunity for the public to speak. Members of the public may submit their input through 
members of the committee either at the break time at an ARC meeting or outside the 
meeting; public participation is encouraged in an appropriate way. The meetings are 
recorded; therefore, committee members must ensure that they state their name and 
speak into a microphone when they wish to comment. Steve Howe explained how to use 
the microphones. This is a relatively formal procedure as we are governed by the 
Ministry of Education. Therefore, when introducing motions, members are asked to write 
the motion on the form and the mover and seconder must sign the form. The members 
of the committee introduced themselves. 
 

2.0 Approval of Agenda 
Chair Thorpe asked for a motion to adopt the agenda. 
 
Moved by Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford, seconded by Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare 
CARRIED 
 

Accommodation Review Committee 
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3.0 Comments from Committee Members 

 Chair Thorpe - at this point we have formal opportunity for any member to make 
comment - may be that this evening you may not have comments, that’s just fine - if 
you do have them, you’re welcome to raise points as I look around the table and 
identify the categories of membership - believe you’ll find in the course of the 
process, you’ll be approached, you’ll have questions raised with you, questions of 
your own, find this an opportunity to raise those questions prior to the formal part of 
the meeting with Public Consultation and New Business - only if you wish to make 
comments, no requirement to do so 

School Council Representatives 
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - brief comments from school point of view from Hamlet, 

how we reacted when we heard about ARC - first comment has to do with scope of 
ARC, encompasses four schools - Bedford, clearly difficulty with over capacity, has 
to be dealt with - then three others - overcrowding at Bedford due primarily to the 
popularity of FI program, FI theoretically a board issue, has to be addressed from a 
board perspective - from a practical standpoint, FI sustainable only in Stratford - 
concerned about why not all schools in Stratford being looked at, if this is a capacity 
issue where too many students at one school, need to look at all of the rest of 
schools in Stratford and include North Easthope - have schools with significant extra 
capacity - Hamlet at a healthy level of capacity, not facing any particular issues - if it 
ain’t broke don’t fix it - would have liked to see looking at broader range of 
alternatives - second concern, don’t want to see students and families displaced from 
their school - perhaps have family with three children, one or two already attends, 
third coming in a couple years, like to see if started at Hamlet, be able to see through 
at Hamlet - fair statement for any school, no one wants to see anyone displaced - not 
saying that's been suggested, definitely a concern - kids walk to school, have a 
school with healthy enrolment, if had more staff, could have more students in our 
school - this is our mindset, our concerns 

  
Citizen Representatives 
 None 

 
Municipal Leader 
 None 

 
Community Representative 
 None 
 

4.0 Public Consultation Session 
 Individuals 

None 
 Group 

None 
 Chair Thorpe - no requests for public consultation at this stage, not surprisingly, not 

uncommon for people to want to know what they'd be responding to before they give 
public input 

 
5.0 New Business 

 
5.1 Presentation of Requested Information 

 Chair Thorpe - went over items in package given to committee 
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5.2 Presentation of Central Office Staff Option for Accommodation in Stratford 

 Superintendent Ash - comment about previous section in terms of requested 
information, number of items in package were a response to information 
request from late summer and request in early summer from Hamlet 
community - believe we've touched on everything we had access to - request 
for traffic studies not provided, board has not done those sorts of studies, 
hoping municipality can help for any traffic study that has been done in the 
area of the schools under review - will work with municipality to refine request 
Staff option - in package, a one page overview - start by going through what 
the essence of the option is, talk about its rationale, make a couple other 
related notes - we are required by provincial guideline to provide this staff 
option at start of process, provide some rationale and costing - option is 
starting point, open to review and discussion throughout the rest of the 
process - over the last three years, every single staff option presented at 
beginning of accommodation review process has been modified as a result of 
the process before staff presented final report to trustees - not a fait accompli, 
decision has not been made, staff don’t make decision, trustees will make 
decision in May or June - this is starting point for discussion - Superintendent 
Ash went over the staff option - notes - studies regarding student 
achievement in single track vs dual track schools inconclusive, have found 
studies stating both systems more effective, have not yet found anything 
definitive that says one or the other, continue to research - cost saving not a 
surprise, see same any time students congregated, not unique to this area - 
Hugh will speak to the specific documents in package 

 Hugh Cox - #7 in package - outlines each school as would exist in student 
numbers, classroom capacities after implementation of staff option - went 
over document - will take time to absorb, come back with questions - 
reiterate, this is a first pass, could be adjustments made - will provide map to 
show where boundaries are - questions allowed now John, or prefer to wait 

 Chair Thorpe - content to have questions through the process 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - notice from projected numbers, don’t see attrition 

rate Gr 1-6, need to take into account 
 Hugh Cox - FI school in option is K-6, assumed a ratio of kindergarten 

students that would roll into FI even though doesn’t start until Gr. 1 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - understand that, asking about attrition rates from 

Gr. 1 through to Gr. 6 - every year from Gr. 1 to Gr. 2, lose some FI students, 
fairly consistent 

 Hugh Cox - haven’t put that in projection 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - can be significant, when projecting to have 311 

FTE students or 354, will be significantly lower because of attrition - if going 
to do projections based on FI program, just about FI school I can think of 
factors in attrition rate - you can ask Catholic board, they do this 

 Hugh Cox - will look into further  
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - have a table that calculates attrition rates 
 Hugh Cox - can look back in our history to see what attrition rates apply 

specifically to Bedford - problem with only looking at Bedford data is that the 
program has grown significantly, don’t know if attrition will show up 
specifically 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - it will - has grown suddenly, then been stable - 
daughter in Gr. 5, that was the first year of significant increase, consistent 
after that - should be able to calculate or at least factor in 

 Chair Thorpe - from process perspective, we’re hearing request for data to be 
massaged relative to impact of attrition - will address - hope to have for next 
meeting 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - when considering moving students out of 

Bedford ward, won’t be popular for parents, hasn’t been school council’s 
position, how many students will have to be bussed - every option requires 
that they cross busy street, losing option of walking to community school - 
geographically, Bedford is only school that sits in very large geographical 
area - wondering about not only cost of bussing in terms of dollars, but cost to 
community in terms of active transportation to schools - would like to know 
how many students would have to be bussed 

 Hugh Cox - have provided current bussing, but not for option - can provide 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - will be important for community to see - also 

where pick up students, certainly not going to ask them to walk to Bedford to 
catch bus to other schools - need to know before community can give 
feedback 

 Hugh Cox - any other questions specific to tables presented - move on to #8, 
expanded impact analysis - went over document 

 Chair Thorpe - helpful to remind group of the meaning of those terms (OTG, 
ADE) 

 Hugh Cox - OTG is “on the ground capacity” of the school, calculated through 
number of classrooms and ministry benchmark - ADE is “average daily 
enrolment”, average of students enrolled in a school on October 31st and 
March 31st - continued with explanation of #8 - questions on financial impact 
analysis 

 Maps - not so much to do with option, but for information for ARC members 
and response to questions earlier in summer - explained Anne Hathaway 
map as sample - numbers in tables are a from a specific point in time, at this 
time of year enrolments fluctuate - won’t necessarily match other projection 
numbers, these are from September 12th, between now and end of October, 
will see changes - would like to stick with these numbers, if get into updating 
over and over, gets very confusing for me and for you - Anne Hathaway and 
Avon not in review, provided for information - went over Bedford map to note 
differences because of FI 

 Chair Thorpe - just to be clear, all numbers are September 12th numbers 
 Hugh Cox - that’s right - if changes made, date on bottom of chart will be 

updated - stress that if we have to update the numbers, there’s not a lot of 
point in changing until after October 31st  

 Chair Thorpe - clarify for committee why October 
 Hugh Cox - there’s a reporting period in October - as stated earlier re ADE, 

that’s the first number that’s part of ADE calculation that averages October 
and March numbers 

 Chair Thorpe - it’s a reporting date for ministry that would be definitive if the 
committee wished to have an update 

 Hugh Cox - correct - questions on maps 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Beford - noticed there are 13 Avon students coming into 

Bedford for English stream and then 46 that come in - how many are siblings 
 Hugh Cox - could provide 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - quite often, you’ll have a family come to Bedford, 

a sibling transfers to English stream and stays because siblings here 
 Hugh Cox - to clarify, want to know number of students that would be siblings 

where one sibling in English, one in French 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - yes, that cross border in from somewhere else 
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 Chair Thorpe - Mike, think it's important that we pause for a moment, need 

assistance relative to how this committee will work - in past experience, an 
individual member did not necessarily receive response to question of that 
sort from staff indicating that that work would be undertaken - more familiar 
with process where committee would approve on motion additional 
information requested, would do later in meeting - comfortable with either 
process, but important for committee to clarify whether one member can ask 
for information or whether committee would endorse request - comfortable 
either way, but experience has been that it should be committee requesting 
information rather than individual - Kathy's requests are perfectly reasonable, 
but would normally receive endorsement by committee 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - follow-up to that - up until now, we have been 
encouraged to send questions through that ARC group - a lot of this 
information that has come to us has come individually - does that mean from 
here forward any information that we ask for has to be 

 Chair Thorpe - seeking clarification from Mike for my purposes - haven't 
offered an opinion yet on how I'll respond - Mike, how do you want to operate, 
how have you operated in the past 

 Superintendent Ash - preference, based on human resources available to us, 
act on requests of committee as opposed to one of requests that may be 
germane to a segment of the committee - reason that's our preference is to 
ensure we’re meeting desire of whole committee, not getting sidetracked on 
one issue that might not be an issue for everyone around the table - similar to 
what happens at board table where the board collectively makes decision 
about reports they want staff to bring forward as opposed to one trustee 
being able to request - trying to be efficient, effective in the use of resources 
that we have - one of the ways we can achieve is to chronicle the questions 
that come up during the meeting, as we get to next section ask if it's the will 
of the committee to pull that information forward 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - with questions after tonight, any requests that 
come through email, do those come back for approval at the next meeting - a 
series of requests came through, motion to approve those requests, would 
someone then compile those requests, then approve at next meeting 

 Superintendent Ash - that would be our intent, facilitates process for 
committee - apologize to gallery, hard to see what's on the screen, it's the 
best we've got - all of this information will be posted on website within a 
week, everything the committee gets will be on website - also, everything that 
goes through the remailer will be summarized once a month and posted to 
the website, as an update of what has gone through remailer, public for you 
and public for the general public - will compile questions that come forward 
between meetings, may be able to send out as part of agenda package in 
advance of the meeting a list of questions to consider for motion 

 Chair Thorpe - intention would be, at section 7 of agenda, ask you to recap 
items you believe committee would benefit from further word on, seek 
endorsement of committee to direct staff to do that work - not an attempt to 
limit kinds of information that are sought and provided, attempt to ensure is a 
committee action rather than individual 

 Hugh Cox - unless any more questions on maps, will move on 
 Formal Facility Reviews, #6 in package - every 4-5 years we do a formal 

facilities review with the facilities team, our architect, electrical and 
mechanical consultants - tour all schools, review any work we've noted that 
needed to be done in the past, note any new work to be done in future - this 
document lays out findings from formal facilities review done in 2007/08, one 
for each facility - has been work completed since that time - grey shaded area 
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indicates work we have completed all of or some of since the review - this is 
the year we are embarking on a new round of reviews, before November will 
be touring Stratford schools, updating these sheets with any new work that is 
identified - reiterate what Mike said, in this accommodation review, don’t see 
value in laboring over these sheets too much - priority to do Stratford schools 
before other schools in board - sheets summarize work briefly, don't get into 
details - if questions on specific details, we can answer 

 Was a request to summarize special programs and accessibility, #5 in 
package - summary out of school information packages for those sections - 
on summary of program offering, have added some lines to outline specific 
programs special to each school - addition to what was in school information 
package, Section 23 program, Strive, FI - questions on tables 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford- is Romeo on one floor, says yes, should be no - 
thinking of accessibility 

 Hugh Cox - noted 
 Chair Thorpe - thank you for that 
 Hugh Cox - that’s it for information provided tonight 
 Chair Thorpe - with respect to item 6.2 of agenda, Presentation of Central 

Office Staff Option for Accommodation in Stratford, as Superintendent Ash 
indicated, that's a requirement of ministry - staff has done its job, presented 
an option for your discussion - your job now becomes to take that 
recommended option which essentially says convert Bedford to single track 
FI, boundaries matching secondary, adjust boundaries of three schools 
named to accommodate English track - your job is to review information, seek 
additional information you may require, hear views of public, then based on 
all information, research and your views, endorse, modify or provide 
alternative option for submission to board - process requires that you do that 
in no fewer than four public opportunities for input - at info meeting on August 
31st established dates, we have to endorse, 6.3 of agenda  

 
6.3 Determination of Meeting Dates and Locations 

 Chair Thorpe - dates that were chosen were October 20th, November 17th, 
December 8th if needed, January 19th for committee to present its report and 
recommendation - discussed advantage to move to various schools in ARC, 
would be discussion about which schools would host each meeting - can either 
schedule January 19th meeting at school other than this one, or have December 
8th meeting and schedule the October, November, December meetings at three 
other schools - was there any discussion or recommendations about which 
schools would like to host which meetings - if there are, we can discuss, if not, 
propose that we meet alphabetically 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - interested in having October 20th meeting 
 John Thorpe - works nicely alphabetically, any objection from other schools - 

November 17th, would Romeo like it 
 Art Fortin, Romeo - we're interested in December 8th 
 John Thorpe - OK, if Shakespeare can accommodate November 17th, OK 

Would appreciate a motion for dates -  
Motion: that the Stratford ARC meet on October 20 Hamlet; November 17 
Shakespeare; December 8 Romeo; January 19 Bedford 
Moved by Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford, seconded by Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare 

 Superintendent Ash - passing motion on meeting dates is something committee 
needs to do, but trustees actually set date for final meeting - suggest that 
wording be amended to recommend to trustees that these be the dates and 
locations 
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 Chair Thorpe - incorrectly assumed that board had already authorized date, will 

make sure motion corresponds, assuming committee prepared to endorse - is 
that understanding clear - have a mover, seconder for the four meetings between 
now and January 19th, will recommend to board - discussion of motion - all in 
favour, contrary - CARRIED 
Would like to do now, will be consistent practice at future meetings, call a break 
for approximately ten minutes - then have questions, comments including any 
motions for requests for specific information we'd attempt to produce for 
subsequent meetings 

 
7.0 Questions/Comments from Members 

 Chair Thorpe - welcome back - will go around table, see if any questions, comments 
- dilemma Mike, we'll proceed on assumption that board will ratify date and place, if 
not the case you'll let us know - questions or comments 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - clarify maps, what do colours mean 
 Hugh Cox - green would be walkers, other colours bussed - various maps not always 

same colours - generally one colour for walkers, another for bussed, may be third for 
SpecEd that have special transportation, could be another for border crossing 

 Chair Thorpe - for my purposes, do you provide transportation to border crossers or 
do they find their own way 

 Hugh Cox - policy of the board is that they may get bussing, have to meet closest 
bus and if there's room on that bus - won't add a bus 

 Chair Thorpe - that's common, thank you 
 Art Fortin, Romeo - are we meant to hold informal meetings in between these 

meetings so that we're able to talk amongst each other 
 Superintendent Ash - certainly, may have discussions between meetings, but don’t 

become official until those discussions come to public table - example, could discuss 
staff option, could create an ARC option in informal meetings, but until brought here 
for presentation, it doesn't exist as part of process 

 Chair Thorpe - to clarify, there's no requirement that you meet, nothing that prevents 
you from meeting if you wish 

 Art Fortin, Romeo - other than that, when do we get to talk amongst ourselves 
 Superintendent Ash - that's the difficulty of having a public meeting - that dialogue, if 

making argument for or against a motion or things you'd like trustees to consider, 
that has to happen in public forum around this table - nothing wrong with doing some 
preparation work between meetings, but discussion has to happen at public table 

 Art Fortin, Romeo - concern about requests for information - timeline, if have request 
tomorrow, won't get an answer for two months if have to wait until next public 
meeting to get approval from committee then wait another month for the answer 

 Superintendent Ash - when we were discussing, that thought crossed my mind as 
well - could alleviate delay by using remailer, going to be a public forum - if majority 
of members endorsed a request for information via the remailer, we could begin 
working on that request 

 Chair Thorpe - difficulty is we're trying to find right balance among being responsive 
to needs of ARC, being respectful of staff time, but ensuring we avoid possibility - 
don't interpret that I think there is this possibility, unlikely - of one or two members 
monopolizing time of staff by asking a series of questions whether well motivated or 
not in their intent - not attempting to limit, trying to ensure process meets needs but 
protects the process and committee - if half members plus one endorse any request, 
staff would be responsive whether at meeting or through remailer - intent is to 
manage process appropriately, not to limit access - would do everything we can to 
respond to legitimate requests 
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 Superintendent Ash - previous accommodation reviews, sometimes requests for 

information that won’t necessarily assist, in our view, in making decision - with all due 
respect, we may ask in return what is purpose of request, what hope to gain so we 
can better understand why making - sometimes we may have better solution for you 
to get to end point - example - request in recent review for a public planning 
document that was in excess of 500 pages, had no bearing on education of students, 
was a public planning document for municipality - took some time, energy, resources 
to provide to ARC, was never referred to again - that's the sort of thing we want to 
avoid 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - just because they didn't reference that document doesn’t 
mean it didn’t answer a question - can’t assume they didn’t ask for relevant 
information just because they didn't reference it - may have had a question that was 
answered but then wasn't relevant in their final deliberations 

 Superintendent Ash - with all due respect, was one individual that requested the 
document 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - just saying can’t generalize 
 Superintendent Ash - appreciate that 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - will rationalize every request for information in detail 
 Superintendent Ash - just so all of our time is used productively, that's the whole 

point of that dialogue 
 Chair Thorpe -  very close to consensus as to how we will handle requests for 

information 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - clarification - if we have questions with regards to charts or 

any part of package, can we make that request - it's not like we're seeking for 
information - throw out example, does Bedford have French and English music 
program - question such as that 

 Superintendent Ash - for questions like that that don’t require production of a report 
or doing a lot of research, answer by email - by use of remailer, won't necessarily 
always be staff that answer, could be representatives from schools 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - is this the point where we can make comments or input 
on staff option, to lay it out for people to think about 

 Chair Thorpe - absolutely 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - to get the numbers high enough at Bedford, going to 

include JK/SK option - even though offered in English, does that mean you're asking 
parents to make decision regarding FI before child has any school experience - 
seems like you're justifying putting FI students here to get the numbers high enough 
you're offering JK/SK - don’t know yet what language skills will be or what needs will 
be - foresee attrition rate could go up - when have stand-alone FI school, is least 
favourite option of most of our parents, a few parents that want it, most FI parents 
don’t want stand-alone FI school, would like dual track - one reason is have potential 
to split families up - have a number of families with children in English and French 
programs, some start in English and stay, some start in French and transfer over 
while having sibling in the other – stand-alone option puts families in position of 
sending children in two directions - if student comes into FI program and struggles or 
questions arise as to whether child should remain in program, now have to go to 
different school - studies are clear, transferring children out is difficult on them, no 
evidence they'd do better in English stream than staying in French, but now asking to 
switch to different school - comforting for FI parents to know that if child switches 
back to English don't have to leave friends - doesn't factor into cost, but factors into 
students' experience - for me, Romeo not accessible, no elevator, can't get to 
second floor, taken away option of family members with disability participating in 
community school - if going to take away community school, better be offering 
accessible option, will be serious concern to a lot of people in this neighbourhood - 
grandparents quite often have mobility issues - if going to put FI program in, school 
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will be well under capacity, further below capacity once you consider attrition - sense 
of elitism, we get feedback, some from email, stand-alone schools feed into a sense 
of elitism - if put at Bedford, with lots of extra space, big field, fully accessible, will 
feed into perception of elitism in community - we've always struggled against at 
Bedford, even as dual track school, year after year struggle against perception of 
elitism, only get worse if make stand-alone FI school, so separated, not centrally 
located - would like to see bussing numbers - would like to see percent occupancy, if 
becomes stand-alone FI school, what will be the percent occupancy - if not falling 
down to 70%, what have we gained if 30% capacity sitting unused - would like to see 
a next best, make a motion - saw staff’s recommendation, would like to see costing 
for second dual track school - any options chosen will have cost savings, less 
bussing - interesting to see good dual track costing - example, Avon has 60 students 
that come to Bedford, nice to see if dual track there saves bussing - when looking at 
that option and it’s saving $100,000, does Option B save $80,000 - only saving 
$20,000 and talking about displacing students, bussing all over city, losing 
community school - now looking at staff option and situation that is wasteful, not 
comparing to some other options - be nice to see A, B, C, what is the ballpark of 
difference we would see - would like to put a motion to request costing scenario for 
second dual track site, one that decreases bussing, like to see numbers as to the 
taxpayer 

 Chair Thorpe - concept legitimate, but if committee is to vote on it, we need to have 
the motion worded, take time to do it properly - don't know what a good scenario and 
bad scenario are relative to 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - costing wise is what I'm looking at 
 Chair Thorpe - the best scenario from that perspective would be the one that costs 

most or costs least 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - looking for dual track option that disrupts as few families 

as possible but saves money - seems to be the two things, not disrupting people and 
saving money 

 Chair Thorpe - the way you've articulated it is very close to a motion - if you can word 
it and seek a seconder and get approval - not your only issue that requires a motion 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - have the one for the questions, hopefully clear enough  
 Chair Thorpe - can we move to that one, then take time to clarify the other, see if 

support from committee 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - motion to request additional information: sibling 

numbers, how many families that have a sibling in FI and English both cross border 
and at Bedford, how many families would be split by going to stand alone option 

 Chair Thorpe - is that doable Hugh 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - we've done it before, asked for before - second item, 

would like bussing numbers out of Bedford with staff option, how many students 
would have to be bussed to go to three different schools; would like attrition rates 
taken into account in FI numbers 

 Chair Thorpe - can we seek clarification from administration of Bedford relative to 
that concept - do you have those kinds of data available 

 Helen Orr, Principal Bedford - yes  
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - would like analysis of accessibility of intake schools - 

would like to know if schools are accessible and if not, what is timeline for making 
them so, Romeo being one I can think of 

 Chair Thorpe - you can legitimately ask for all that information  
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - that's my motion 
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 Chair Thorpe - is there a seconder, Art Fortin, Romeo - does committee need motion 

reread or are you comfortable with content and intent - motion before you is relative 
to requesting information on sibling, bussing, attrition rate, accessibility in other 
schools - all in favour, contrary - CARRIED 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - Dean had a point earlier - Hamlet is included, but now 
option doesn’t include Hamlet but includes a school not at table, Avon not being 
represented at table, don’t have representatives to go back to their school to bring 
information - given that, a large portion of our cross bordering in comes from Avon - 
have a school included but not being affected but another school no longer 
represented - know we can't change fact that they haven't been invited to participate 
- would like to make motion to make sure that Avon parents are made aware of 
changes because they are affected but not included at table 

 Chair Thorpe - that they're aware of staff option, not changes 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - proposed changes 
 Chair Thorpe - request is that information relative to ARC process and the potential 

impact on Avon school would be communicated to Avon parents - seconder, Kevin 
Smith, Bedford 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - sorry, and Anne Hathaway 
 Chair Thorpe - seconder is comfortable with that amendment 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - I guess Shakespeare isn't being affected 
 Chair Thorpe - discussion of that motion 
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - with regards to Anne Hathaway and Avon not being 

represented, is that not covered by 50% rule of moving students, therefore not 
included in ARC 

 Superintendent Ash - correct, provincial guideline and board policy would allow for 
them to receive up to 50% of their school without being part of committee 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - just thinking they might want to know 
 Chair Thorpe - think the intent is understood and legitimate - to extent possible, 

everyone who is potentially affected should be aware of discussion, they're welcome 
and should be encouraged to take advantage of opportunity for public input - these 
are the sorts of situations where would be wise for those school communities to 
consider taking advantage of the 10-minute group presentations when time comes, if 
wish to do so - vote on motion - all in favour, contrary - CARRIED 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - am I correct in saying Anne Hathaway is fully accessible two-
story school, has elevator - would like to submit request for information - seeking 
request for attrition rates study of single stream FI school vs dual stream schools 

 Chair Thorpe - have you any suggestion where that information might come from - 
this board has not operated a single track FI school 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - could that information be sought out from another school 
board 

 Superintendent Ash - we are trying to pull research related to FI programs from other 
jurisdictions, have not yet come across information about attrition rates, we'll keep 
looking 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - ideally we want to compare apples to apples - if looking at 
option of dual stream vs single stream, yes we have information form Bedford with 
regard to dual stream history, but don’t have that in Stratford for single stream - may 
not be relevant, but if looking at single stream for future projections, curious to see 
how that would pan out 

 Chair Thorpe - offer opinion - will be tough to get, have an indication that staff will do 
best to respond - is a logical, sensible question to ask, difficult to get answers to 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - sure there's other school boards with single stream - not 
available in our board, but potentially through your channels it may be available 
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 Chair Thorpe - as a former employee of a board that has both single and dual and 

favoured single where numbers warranted, don’t know whether I would have been 
able to respond to that request for information - hearing that staff will do best to 
respond, may be networks among administrators that will allow that information to be 
ferreted out - helpful to get a working definition of attrition - are you thinking of 
attrition being a student who starts but does not complete a grade, or starts but does 
not complete a program, or both 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - getting sense that attrition rate probably based on number of 
students who start in original year and doesn’t complete program by Gr. 6 - we have 
FI in high schools as well, but think conversation here is Gr. 6 

 Chair Thorpe - for each cohort that starts in a given year, what percentage of them 
net - you'd have to take into account students who transfer in - net number that start 
and finish six years later 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - seems that some numbers discussed, FI seems to be growing 
- attrition being brought up, seems to be contrary to some reports we've seen about 
FI growing 

 Chair Thorpe - program is growing - attrition means not everybody who enters it 
finishes it - overall, there are more kids in it than there were the previous year 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - with growth you usually see strength - be curious to see if 
attrition would continue or if with increased numbers it would be increased or 
reduced 

 Chair Thorpe - seconder, Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - questions or comments 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford- when long range planning committee looking at dual 

track school, found other school boards quite helpful - did site visits in Waterloo as 
parent group, they offered that kind of information - if staff can’t provide those 
numbers, I find calling another board, Waterloo being one that has large dual track 
system, as parent asking, or if you say sitting on committee, usually quite 
forthcoming 

 Chair Thorpe - as long as questions are consistent and answers relate to questions 
so there's some confidence in integrity of the information, I would agree 

 Superintendent Ash - qualifier to put with cohort attrition rate - most boards will be 
able to tell size of cohort in Gr. 1 as entry point, and size of cohort in Gr. 8 - most 
boards won't be able to track how many new students came in between Gr. 1 and 8 - 
you'll see net difference, won't necessarily see students who moved in from out of 
district, or students who moved out to another FI school 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - in terms of accommodation, occupancy - that doesn't 
matter - it's the net that's important for accommodation - for programming it's 
different 

 Superintendent Ash - agree - run into same statistical issues when comparing 
cohorts for EQAO and everything else - composition of each cohort changes over 
time - not going to see that effect, but will see the net difference 

 Chair Thorpe - intent clear - if support from committee, administration will do best to 
respond, if there are informal ways of seeking legitimate data, that would be 
appropriate as well - need motion reread or further discussion - vote - all in favour, 
contrary - CARRIED 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - motion to request costing scenario for second dual track 
school, takes into account costing and lowest impact on students and families 

 Superintendent Ash - question based on information shared at preliminary meeting - 
is this the staff + 1 scenario that we are doing costing on 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - intent for this was as a comparator - right now, the 

comparator we have to think about is the situation now which is costly and a situation 
to fix some of those cost inefficiencies - there is a range in between, wondering 
where range lies - if we don’t know if a second dual track school is cost effective and 
doesn't disrupt a lot of families, don’t know whether that's a reasonable thing to 
request - could be our staff + 1 and then we find out option is really cost effective and 
isn’t going to work, disrupt a pile of families but it's our final one - this allows us to 
look at what second option does, allows us either to tweak or change opinion - staff 
has resource where they get to go through all these iterations to come up with best - 
we don’t have any iterative process to come to any solution we're happy with, as a 
community it’s going to be what we're content with - if bring option to board that is 
not reasonable, not going to be approved - parents will say see, they didn’t take 
ARC's recommendation - if we can come up with reasonable recommendation, 
there's less of a chance of that happening 

 Superintendent Ash - understood - your comment that staff have this resource to do 
iteration after iteration - understand that - that isn’t how we work through this, costing 
process is fairly labour intensive - do a lot of discussion about what we think the 
option might best look like then put a lot of time and effort into doing projections, 
costing, which is what you saw tonight - request would be, not that we don’t want to 
do another scenario, give us more detail about what you think that scenario would 
look like, then we'll cost it 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - at first meeting, asked if could request for different 
scenarios, answer was sure, but not too many, can run a few - could come up with a 
few good options - but run into "I" ask for, needs to be committee ask for, by the time 
we get around to getting answer back - process is solid but cumbersome 

 Superintendent Ash - understood - concern is we want to do right thing - your 
request for a good option, we talked about what that might look like, is asking staff to 
make judgement call as to what this committee thinks might be a good option and 
cost it - request in return is, if we know which school you want, you think would be 
the best option, let us know and that’s the one we’ll work on - otherwise, we'll pick 
one and run the risk of you saying that's not the one we were thinking of - that's what 
I'm concerned about 

 Chair Thorpe - issue is important, Mike has asked the right question - only three 
ways to go, looking objectively from outside - limit FI enrolment, provide single track 
school or provide additional dual track space - realistically, doubt there's the will to 
cap enrolment, but could be an option if there's a stalemate - staff option + 1 going to 
relate to dual track - it's a matter of timing and how extensive the scenario is that you 
look for - better ways to get at it if it is to be the staff + 1 option than a motion as it 
has been crafted and it might be premature - have time to address through email or 
come up with formal proposal request at next meeting 

 Kevin Smith, Bedford - think there are only two options, single track most likely at 
Bedford and dual track at school to be determined - at this point committee only has 
info on one track school at Bedford - to make determination, need scenario for dual 
track - not being negative, don't believe committee has expertise to do option of dual 
track school - believe it has to be done as a staff option, not their favourite one, but 
need to present to us a dual track option 

 Chair Thorpe - don't think there's disagreement, question of how extensive and at 
what timing in process 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - based on those criteria 
 Superintendent Ash - which school do you want it in 
 Kevin Smith, Bedford - don't believe committee has expertise to determine that, 

believe that recommendation needs to come from staff 
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 Chair Thorpe - if it is to be as simple as the one pager, school needs to be 

determined - if it is not, and you're asking staff to look at all possible options relative 
to available space, then that becomes staff scenario + 1 

 Kevin Smith, Bedford - think second school would need to be determined based on 
population and projected enrolments, staff are the ones that have that information 
available to them 

 Chair Thorpe - have to put back to committee - is there a specific request for an 
alternative scenario 

 Kevin Smith, Bedford -  motion that staff be directed to do an option for a second 
dual track school based on projected enrolment and the best information they have 

 Chair Thorpe - in city of Stratford 
 Kevin Smith, Bedford - yes 
 Chair Thorpe - based on projected enrolment, available space 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - at training session were given these binders - has information 

in it and Hugh mentioned earlier that numbers may not be concrete - you have 
October number to give to the government 

 Hugh Cox - numbers provided for current year enrolment are in flux, historical 
numbers obviously won’t change - typically do our numbers based on last current 
year - 10/11 is complete, know what student numbers were - would do enrolment 
analysis using those, then project them forward 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - what sort of swing will we see in numbers, give percentage, 
minimal 

 Hugh Cox - don’t know 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - safe to say 10/11 numbers are solid - committee is to come 

back to board with options, alternatives, that's why we've been presented with this - 
is it our responsibility to come up with dual stream model, or do we put together 
based on this book, present it to you, then you do up a plan - that's my 
understanding of what we talked about at training session, is that correct 

 Superintendent Ash - that's the intent of ministry guideline and board policy - which is 
why we give all the information that we give - with all due respect, you have all 
information we have, enrolments, boundaries, reasonable view of distribution of 
students, that’s all we would use to select a school to look at - given lay of land, 
given our enrolment projections, what is our best guess how we would divide 
populations - what are the natural boundaries that would affect students walking, 
students needing to be bussed - railway tracks, river, major traffic roads, look at all of 
those, have to make assumptions, best we can for best reasons, make a best guess 
- when we put together staff option, our best guess was based on trying to minimize 
disruption to families, make use of excess capacity in other buildings, ensure 
potential for growth in FI - costing information that was provided can't be ignored, but 
wasn't central to our decision making on which model we were going to work out for 
you - we decided model on those other factors, then costed it out - committee has all 
information that we had 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - for clarity - if you put together model for dual stream, you’d use 
what's in this book 

 Superinendent Ash - absolutely, not going to change numbers down the road 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - we'd use same information you've given us - say we work on 

new model, have questions, you folks have more experience, what resources do we 
have available for questioning - is that the remailer  

 Hugh Cox - trying to get to some dialogue over what's reasonable, not reasonable, 
that's the iterative process staff goes through when looking at options - dialogue over 
map and making new boundary, asking staff what would be negatives and positives 
of this boundary, have dialogue before costing out and doing whole new scenario - 
would inform your decision as to what scenario is you're asking us to cost 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - when talking about iterative process, wasn’t talking 

about costing, talking more about distribution of students - with all due respect, don’t 
have same information you have - those Xs represent numbers of students, could be 
two, students, five students, ten - we have a map of Xs that represent number of 
students - when look at map, shift boundary, could be shifting 30 students, could be 
3 - you have actual numbers, when you come up with scenario in terms of how many 
families would be moved, costing not so important to me, have suspicion that 
anything you do to fix distribution of students is going to come up on positive side of 
costing - more interested in, if come up with reasonable scenario that shifts enough 
students to under populated school without shifting so many that it's under stress in 
two years - those are the kinds of numbers we don't have access to 

 Hugh Cox - that's where I was getting to in the training session - if you want to mark 
on map a new boundary, want numbers in that boundary, that’s fine - that's not a 
complete scenario, doesn't take two weeks, takes a couple hours - that sort of thing 
is beneficial to inform what final option is you want to submit 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - if you're asking us which school, we're asking you can 
you run a few paths so we can decide which school - like Kevin’s option - don’t have 
all information to allow us to make those kinds of decisions - because you have all 
the pre-work, you do do that iterative pre-work, shifting boundaries, seeing where 
students go, coming up with some models where students are distributed, then can 
go ahead and cost - we don't have that, we do have it now in going back and forth 
with you, but that's a lot of back and forth - which of us is going to take lead on doing 
that, are you now going to get eight people submitting requests - we have three 
hours, four times to come up with scenarios or we can all go off on our own to try to 
sort through or we can request like Kevin did, give us your best dual track option 

 Chair Thorpe - issues are clear, how best to get at - motion has been drafted, not 
been seconded, will revisit - two issues need to be on table that aren't currently on 
the table - recognize what staff comment was relative to program, there are 
differences in program between single track and dual track - think committee ought 
not ignore that discussion, decision you'll be recommending to board will affect future 
of FI in this part of province for a considerable time - owe it to those kids and parents 
to make sure you have done a legitimate examination of benefits and detriments of 
both models curriculary not just socially and financially and convenience perspective 
relative to siblings - have an opportunity to shape program for future - second issue, 
when second site established, if it were on dual track basis, issue about disruption of 
students surfaces again, presumably you'll be moving significant number of students 
from one site to another site - no simple solutions that don’t have some negative and 
positive affect, shouldn't lose track of that in the process - motion is that staff be 
directed to prepare an option for second dual track school in Stratford - require 
seconder, Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - is staff in position to respond positively to 
motion if approved - if yes, by what timeframe 

 Hugh Cox - can’t respond time frame tonight because involves other departments, 
finance, transportation being two of them - can't commit schedule for those folks, 
especially this time of year when finance going through year end 

 Chair Thorpe - could you comfortably say it's unlikely for October 20th, but likely for 
November 17th 

 Hugh Cox - that's probably reasonable 
 Chair Thorpe - requirement to review motion - all in favour, contrary -  CARRIED 
 Kevin Smith, Bedford - don’t believe committee can make decision without having 

that second option in place 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - been doing this for better part of eight years, have done 

site visits to dual track schools, have done information on single track schools on 
benefits, have a binder full of information where Bedford school council has looked at 
pros and cons, clearly outlaid recommendations for addressing issues in both 
circumstances - interesting to point out, in staff option says research reviewed to 
date not conclusive with respect to higher student achievement levels in single track 
vs dual track - if there isn’t any data that's conclusive on which option is better for 
students in terms of achievement, then what we're left with is effects it has on 
community schools - effects on students that have to be transferred out of program, 
often has huge effect on performance and achievement after in terms of self-esteem 
- left with other more nebulous parts if research isn't conclusive 

 Chair Thorpe - read in option that their research to date was inconclusive, not that 
research broadly was inconclusive 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - assuming staff are actually looking at educational 
studies, we're relying on them to have done their homework, can pull out my binders 
and reread research - relying on them to come to us with recommendation, overview 
of what studies tell us - assuming what they are saying is accurate 

 Chair Thorpe - don't disagree, point was that that hasn’t happened yet 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - wanted to make point about growth in FI program - 

starting in 2001 (read numbers), has been some growth, hasn’t been dramatic - 
growth has largely been as we filled grades 1 through 6 - now that program is full, 
growth is difference between incoming students and what's left of outgoing in smaller 
initial classes - while there are blip years, goes up, down, may have leveled around 
plus or minus 10 - when projecting and count in attrition, still say Bedford comes big 
school for a program that seems to be approaching capacity 

 Chair Thorpe - other thing that needs to be noted - that may well be the case, overall 
enrolment is declining - there is stability or growth in program at a time when there is 
declining number of students entering system each year - if it had reached state of 
stability, presumably would be a proportional decline to the overall decline in the 
board - not going to be linear because not offered in all parts of board, but 
intellectually one can accept argument that, in a board of declining enrolment, if 
some stasis had arrived, then it would decline proportionate to the decline of the 
whole system 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - not as dramatic an increase as we fill school - very big 
school, small population 

 Chair Thorpe - those are issues this committee has to tackle, absolutely - anything 
else 
Reminder we next meet Thursday, October 20th at Hamlet with tour starting at 6:15 
p.m. - optional for members of the committee 

 
8.0 Adjournment 

Moved by Steve Wells, Hamlet 
That the meeting be adjourned at 9:25 p.m. 
CARRIED 
 


